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INTRODUCTION
This Findings Report is about one of the Actions undertaken for the SINTROPHER project
funded under the INTERREG IVB North West Europe programme - part of the project
extension work implemented in 2014/2015.
The central objective of SINTROPHER has been to use innovative transport links to connect
peripheral regions of NWE with the core European transport network of high-speed trains,
via effective interchange hubs.
Project results show that weaker cities/regions are not receiving the investment because
they cannot demonstrate adequate economic returns, mainly because current appraisal
approaches do not adequately take account of wider potential regeneration and growth
benefits. It is in the weaker cities and regions of NWE that the case for transport investment
is very important, alongside wider policy initiatives, for economic growth; yet perversely
difficult to make through the current appraisal process as the ‘user benefits’ and ‘wider
economic benefits’, as presently calculated, appear too low. The problem has been
exacerbated in the bleak fiscal climate following the 2008 crisis, which has led to delays and
cuts in public expenditure programmes.
So three key areas for further work in SINTROPHER were identified:
1. Low-cost technologies and new service patterns for transport links
Test and demonstrate the innovative low-cost solutions examined in SINTROPHER, in
different city/regional contexts, including new developments in technical solutions and radical
improvements in service patterns, bringing major enhancements in accessibility and
increased patronage. Demonstrate how lower costs can transform the business case for
investment in these transport links.
2. Capturing the wider urban and economic benefits of innovative transport links
Strengthen and demonstrate a much more proactive approach to investment in these
innovative transport links as part of a positive integrated territorial strategy for the city/region
e.g. master plans or “corridor” plans.
There is a parallel need to develop a new Framework for project development and decisionmaking for these links (including a practical operational decision support tool) in order to
better measure and take account of wider city/region regeneration and growth benefits.

3. Innovative financing of transport investments
There is major gap, and opportunity, to demonstrate new ways to assemble finance for
investment in innovative transport links, especially in the current period of economic austerity
and cuts in public expenditure.
The work in this Report reflects key area 2. It summarises results of work in the South Fylde
area of Lancashire/Blackpool UK. It is one of the 5 regional test-cases implemented under
SINTROPHER Action 29.
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BACKGROUND AND OBJECTIVES

The Study Area

The Fylde Coast is an area of significant contrasts and is made up of three local
authority areas:
Fylde is one of the most affluent areas in Lancashire, containing towns and rural
areas popular with commuters which do not have the levels of deprivation seen in
some other areas. The advanced engineering and manufacturing sector provides
high paid jobs that underpin local economies. Fylde (population 76,000 in 2012)
includes Lytham and St Annes, Kirkham, Freckleton and Warton.
Lytham and St Annes are the principal towns and have grown together to form an
attractive and popular seaside resort with a vibrant tourist economy. The area has a
strong golfing tradition, with four championship courses located within a 5 miles
radius. Situated south of Blackpool at the point where the coastline turns east to form
Ribble estuary, Lytham and St Annes is considered to be a wealthy area with
residents' earnings among the highest in Lancashire. It is popular with engineers and
scientists from BAE Systems in Warton.
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Kirkham and Wesham, which lies between Blackpool and Preston is a small market
town which is at the heart of the surrounding rural area. The town attracts visitors
from a wide area and has a notable built heritage. Freckleton, one of the Fylde's
oldest villages, and Warton lie to the south of the district along the Ribble estuary
and are dominated by the presence of BAE Systems and the Lancashire Advanced
Engineering and Manufacturing Enterprise Zone.
Manufacturing jobs are heavily influenced by BAE Systems and Westinghouse
Springfields at Salwick. In October 2011, the government announced the creation of
a single Enterprise Zone that covers the two BAE Systems sites at Samlesbury and
Warton. Enterprise Zones are areas where financial incentives and a simplified
planning structure are designed to encourage businesses and create employment.
The Enterprise Zone is a key strategic site for regional and national economy. Public
administration also provides jobs in the wider Fylde area.
Unemployment is not an issue in the area and the basic skills of the working
population in Fylde is estimated to be higher than the county and national averages.
Not surprisingly, given the affluence of much of the district, Fylde has a high
proportion of quality housing and has better health than the England average,
although small pockets of moderate deprivation do exist.
Wyre is split by the river it takes its name from and has two distinct areas with
different economic and social needs. The urban areas of Thornton Cleveleys and
Fleetwood, to the west, contrast with the largely rural part of the district that centres
on Garstang to the east.
Wyre (population 107,900 in 2012) includes Poulton-le-Fylde, Thornton Cleveleys,
Fleetwood and Garstang. Even during the economic downturn, the unemployment
rate is well below the regional and national averages.
Poulton-le-Fylde is a market town and the administrative centre of the borough.
Approximately 4 miles from Blackpool town centre, there are rail links to Blackpool
and Preston and bus routes to the larger towns and villages of the Fylde.
Garstang has become known as the World's First Fairtrade Town and has a wide
variety of independent retailers and a popular weekly market, whilst the seaside town
of Cleveleys lies on the coast to the north of Blackpool, with Thornton just inland
adjacent to it.
Many local employers have a heritage that is linked to the Fleetwood fishing industry
and have adapted since the port closed. The Port of Fleetwood comprises two
underutilised docks and a ferry terminal which has potential for future development.
Wyre has strengths in a number of areas including advanced manufacturing /
engineering with emerging opportunities in ICT and creative media sectors. Other
areas expected to enjoy continued growth within Wyre, include education, retail and
other business activities. Jobs in the manufacturing sector have reduced whilst the
service sector is a greater source of jobs.
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Like Blackpool, the visitor economy is important and people visit the area both for
leisure and shopping - attractions include Fleetwood Freeport, Wyreside Visitors
Centre, Marsh Mill and Farmer Parrs animal world.
Blackpool is England’s largest and most popular seaside resort, attracting more
than 13 million visitors a year. Shifts in tastes, combined with opportunities for
Britons to travel overseas, affected Blackpool's status as a leading resort during the
late 20th century, but there are now positive signs that the visitor economy is
revitalising, with recent substantial investment that has supported this.
Blackpool Council, as a Unitary Authority, is the highways and transport authority for
the borough.
Blackpool (population 142,000 in 2012) includes some of the most deprived areas in
England which face numerous social and economic challenges.
The ‘Golden Mile’ is the central hub for Blackpool’s tourism industry. Blackpool
remains the most popular seaside resort in the UK, receiving over 13 million visitors
per year to attractions such as the Tower, Pleasure Beach and Winter Gardens as it
adapts to the changing visitor market and reinvents itself as a modern destination
resort.
Blackpool has always had a lower than average proportion of jobs in the
manufacturing sector, with a higher rate of employment in the service sector. The
visitor economy and accommodation and food services significantly dominate the
service sector in Blackpool. The manufacturing employment that does exist
includes Burton's biscuits and Tangerine Confectionery.
Blackpool and the Fylde College has around 30,000 students and has been
designated a National Beacon of Excellence by the government. The main campus
is at Bispham but there is also a new multi million pound University Centre close to
Blackpool Town Centre.
Blackpool Victoria Hospital, which serves the Fylde Coast area, is only one of four
hospitals in the North West providing specialist cardiac services.
Average house prices in Blackpool are below the county and national average.
Economic problems have resulted in low property prices in some areas and the
cheap, poor quality housing available has attracted a vulnerable population including
economically inactive people seeking cheap accommodation, including migrant
workers, ex-offenders and vulnerable families.
The Fylde Coast area is relatively self-contained in terms of housing, economy and
travel but also has ties to both Central Lancashire and to Lancaster. However, with
the visitor economy so important to the area, particularly to Blackpool and the resorts
of Lytham and St Annes, regional and national transport links have a major
importance.
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THE FYLDE COAST HIGHWAYS AND TRANSPORT MASTERPLAN
Both Lancashire County Council and Blackpool Council are highways and transport
authorities with both councils sharing a commitment to support the economy of the
Fylde Coast and to tackle deep-seated inequalities in its people's life chances,
revitalising communities and providing safe, high-quality neighbourhoods.
As part of this commitment a Fylde Coast Highways and Transport Masterplan has
being produced jointly by the County Council and by Blackpool Council. The
Masterplan sets out a cohesive highways and transport strategy for the whole area,
linking economic development, spatial planning and public health priorities to the
wider policy objectives of the County Council and Blackpool Council. The masterplan
sets out the authorities' vision for travel and transport in the Fylde Coast over the
next 15 years.
The Masterplan vision is:
Transport and travel allow our residents and businesses not only to go about their everyday lives and
also to grow and prosper. By 2031, we want the Fylde Coast to have highways and transport
networks that support:
Prosperity ‐ because the success of the area's economy will determine the availability of good jobs
that allow people to fulfil their aspirations and enjoy independent, productive lives; and because a
strong, diverse commercial base will be central to sustaining investment in the area and in turn
securing long term economic success.
Health ‐ because it is central to everybody's happiness and ability to achieve what they want from
life and
Wellbeing ‐ because we aim to move from intervention to prevention as much as we can, giving
people the opportunities that allow them to stay well and thrive on their own or as part of their
family

Greater prosperity, health and wellbeing will make the Fylde Coast a good place to
live, work or visit, a place where all people can live long, happy and healthy lives
regardless of their background.
The Highways and Transportation Masterplan has identified that ensuring that the
Fylde Coast has the connections to the rest of Lancashire and to other economic
opportunities further afield will be essential; as well as providing markets for
business and job opportunities for residents, access to the Fylde Coast for visitors is
vital. Travel options within the Fylde Coast will also be necessary, both for residents
and for visitors.
In Fylde, development plans will see significant housing at Queensway and
potentially around existing settlements such as Lytham and StAnnes, Kirkham and
Wesham and Warton, as well as around junction4 of the M55 (i.e. the M55 Hub). In
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Wyre existing settlements could see many more new residents. In Blackpool, new
development will largely be accommodated within the existing urban area.
Accommodating all this development will require changes to the highway network to
make sure that it can cope, but convenient alternatives to the car must also be
available to help meet future demand for travel. Increasingly, this will not only be only
for those who don't own a car, but for those who want to travel more cheaply and/or
sustainably.
Rail, public transport and cycling all have the potential to offer alternatives to the car,
particularly if it is made easier to interchange between these modes and the car.
Improving how our streets and public spaces feel and look will also make it easier for
people to travel without a car, whether as a resident of an area or as a visitor.
Finally, the local links that support all travel need to be better in many parts of the
area. The best road, rail, bus and cycle networks are no use if people do not feel
able, or do not know, how to use them. High quality local links are vital for those who
need to get to work as cheaply as possible and for whom car ownership is not an
option. These links also provide the opportunity to add to our 'green tourism' offer,
giving visitors real alternatives to the car. And such links are also crucial for
neighbourhood businesses and for individual health.
Whilst these are distinct challenges for the future, the Fylde Coast has many
advantages working in its favour. These positive and negative influences are
summarised here to show the strengths and opportunities in the area and also the
potential weaknesses and threats. Appreciating these provides us with the
understanding of what will influence and shape our highways and transport network
in the future.
STRENGTHS
-

Established tourist economy with leading tourist destinations, especially
Blackpool, the UK's most visited resort and the classic resort at St Annes.
Lancashire is the most significant centre in the UK for civil and military
aerospace manufacturing.
Two Lancashire Advanced Engineering and Manufacturing Enterprise Zones
nearby.
Advanced chemical and polymer manufacturing presence.
Strong energy and environmental technology centre, including nuclear
industry presence.
Strategic development site at Hill House within Wyre.
Well established food production companies.
Outstanding leisure and recreational opportunities
Strong built heritage
Outstanding natural landscapes
Rising educational standards in higher, tertiary and vocational education
Further education at the 4 four campuses at Blackpool and the Fylde College,
including the specialist nautical campus in Fleetwood
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-

Centre of excellence for land-based courses such as agriculture and
horticulture at Myerscough College
Good transport links to wider area
Committed programmes for new transport investment.

OPPORTUNITIES
-

-

Comprehensive development plans include strategic sites as a focus for
investment
Scope for further development of a new National Aerospace Supply Chain
Centre is a key feature of the Lancashire Enterprise Zone.
Energy economy/energy sector growth deal boost
Proximity to Central Lancashire and Lancaster
The potential for further growth of already established visitor economy
Substantial committed public transport investment such as the extension of
the Tramway to Blackpool North Station and the electrification of the rail route
to Blackpool North
Nearby universities enabling access to quality education.

WEAKNESSES
-

Low confidence and aspiration in some communities
Poor educational attainment and lack of higher level skills in parts of the
community – particularly Blackpool
High levels of worklessness in Blackpool
Poor life expectancy and ill health in some areas
Long public transport journeys between some coastal communities.
Lack of rural access to services in places
Ageing population
Rail trips to the north and south of the UK require interchange at Preston.
Infrequent rail service on the South Fylde Line
Lack of sustainable transport integration
Poor motorway connectivity in some parts of the area.

THREATS
-

Growing car ownership and use, with limited alternatives.
Decline of public transport affecting non car owners in particular
Uncertainty amongst private investors
Reluctance to change travel behaviour
Poor air quality in some places
Congestion from tourist traffic adversely affecting the visitor experience
Visitor numbers can make parking difficult in some areas.
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-

Unpredictable congestion has an adverse effect on reliability and punctuality
of public transport

One of the key issues identified in the Masterplan is that the South Fylde line remains a
key weakness in the Fylde Coast public transport system. Specific weaknesses identified
include:








Poor interchange between the South Fylde Line and the Tramway leading to a
loss of connectivity along the Fylde Coast, including central Blackpool.
Poor quality and ageing rolling stock.
Low frequencies compared to Blackpool North.
Unreliability with frequent cancellations.
Relatively poor connectivity to external areas of economic growth such as
Preston or Manchester, including Manchester Airport.
Poor quality passenger facilities at most stations.
Some overcrowding, particularly during the summer months.

At the time of preparing this report, the South Fylde line is not scheduled to see any
major improvements to either its infrastructure or services. Not surprisingly the
South Fylde line is currently under used, particular given the population in its
catchment area, who would be expected to make more use of the line for
commuting, and the popularity of Blackpool, Lytham and St Annes for visitors.
Commuting, whether for work or education, currently only makes up around 35% of
traffic on the line, which contrasts to other lines in the county where the percentage
is around 65%. This low commuting usage makes journey numbers on the line more
vulnerable to weather and seasonal fluctuations.
In order to address these failings, Lancashire County Council, in conjunction with
Blackpool Council and SINTROPHER Plus, commissioned a study into the route, the
details of which are described in the next section of the Findings Report.
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STUDY METHODOLOGY
A Copy of the brief for the study is at Appendix A. The study was undertaken in two phases:
Stage 1 – Evidence Base and Conditional Output Statements
The purpose of the first phase of the study was to develop, in conjunction with the Study
Partners, an evidence base that would underpin targeted proposals to enhance the rail
network / tramway serving the study area with the goal of maximising economic, regeneration
and transport returns as well as overcoming access barriers.
Stage 2 – Option Appraisal
Based on the outcomes of Stage 1, Stage 2 of the study identified and developed economically
viable interventions to deliver the conditional outputs. This included identifying any suitable
lower-cost interventions with particular reference to the Network Rail Alternative Solutions
Route Utilisation Strategy (July 2013). A long list of potential options was generated, which
were assessed against their contribution to conditional outputs, their deliverability and their
practicality. This sifting process resulted in a shortlist of six better performing options, which
were then taken forward for more detailed appraisal.
REVIEW OF STAGE 1
A comprehensive analysis of the demographics of the Study area was undertaken in Stage 1.
The following key observations were reported:
Socio - Economic
A comprehensive analysis of the demographics of the Study area was undertaken in Stage 1.
The following key observations were reported:


Blackpool has a higher population and population density than Fylde.



The Fylde has an older population profile than the area as a whole.



There is a low level of unemployment in the Fylde (5%), when compared to Blackpool
(10%), with wage levels in Fylde around the national average and above the regional
level, and wages in Blackpool are around a quarter lower.



Half of Fylde residents work locally and a third work in either Blackpool or Preston.



Only a third of jobs within the Fylde area are within 800 metres of a station on the
South Fylde Line.



Car ownership is high in Fylde, with only 19% of households having no car.
compares to Blackpool where 37% of households have no car.



The most deprived areas along the South Fylde Line are around Blackpool South
Station, with three local areas that are in the top 50 most deprived areas in England.
This is in contrast to Lytham where there are relatively low levels of deprivation.
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This

Public Transport & Connectivity
Detailed connectivity analysis was undertaken in Stage 1 of the study. That assessed the
existing public transport connectivity between key population areas within and beyond the
study area. The key observations have been summarised as follows:


There is good public transport accessibility for trips within the Blackpool area and north
to Fleetwood.



Preston has good accessibility from the North Blackpool area and the North Fylde
Line, but not from the South Fylde Line.



The South Fylde Line operates with a frequency of 1 train per hour to Colne via
Preston, whereas the North Fylde Line operates at 4 trains per hour on a non-clock
face schedule to a wider range of destinations including Manchester City Centre,
Manchester Airport and Liverpool.



Longer distance trips from South Fylde, e.g., to Manchester or Liverpool require
interchange at Preston.



There are no direct rail services from the South Fylde area to Blackpool or Wyre.



The Blackpool tram operates a good level of service between Fleetwood and Starr
Gate, but does not serve the Lytham or St. Annes' areas.



On the South Fylde Line Blackpool South, Blackpool Pleasure Beach and Squires
Gate Stations are within tram stop catchments.



Residents within the South Fylde have a good level of bus services into Blackpool, but
have to interchange if heading further north. Services are also available to Preston.



Private car journeys are quicker than public transport for a range of movements
internal to the Fylde area and beyond into the wider region, except for trips from St
Annes and Lytham to Preston.



Bus and tram are the best public transport options between South Fylde and Blackpool
(and north to Fleetwood) due to lack of rail connectivity, but are poor compared to car.



Generalised journey time analysis (a measure of overall journey time as perceived by
passengers) identified that, overall, buses perform best for trips to Blackpool and rail
to destinations further afield such as to Manchester or Preston.



The perceived rail journeys are much worse than car journey times due to poor rail
frequency and the need for interchange for longer trips.



Tram is the most reliable form of public transport. The Blackpool Tramway has 99%
reliability.



Reliability on the South Fylde Rail Line has improved, but it still suffers from reliability
issues.



Buses in the local area have a respectable level of reliability when set in the regional
and national context.
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Existing Rail Network Constraints
The rail network constraints in terms of the route, stations and operations and how these
impact on rail performance are summarised as follows:


The capacity of the single line is restricted to one train per hour and is caused by
the:
- Length of the single line section coupled with no passing loops;
- Method of work meaning the single line section can be occupied
up to 57 minutes of each hour;
- Maximum permissible speed of 70mph and a number of
restrictive Permanent Speed Restrictions
- The User Worked Crossing at north farm not being interlocked
into the railway fail safe system; and
- Inability to automatically activate the Moss Side Automatic
Barrier Crossing when travelling eastbound.



The trains used in the subject area are 30 years old and although their
reliability is similar to other Train Operating Companies (TOC) they perform
less well than a more modern unit would be expected to.



The passenger accommodation of the Class 142 ‘Pacer’ unit is outdated.
(NOTE: the Invitation to Tender (ITT) for the new Northern franchise indicates
the withdrawal of these trains).



The Blackpool South service forms part of the Blackpool South to Colne
service. This creates a number of journey and connectional opportunities,
however direct journey times are slow.



The timetable is not robust; particularly the turn round times at Blackpool
South.



There are no Sunday winter services between November and mid-February.



Rail service performance is influenced by a number of infrastructure
constraints and the timetable between Colne and Blackpool South. This has
led to Northern Rail having a number of contingency arrangements in place in
an attempt to get trains back to time on their return or subsequent journeys,
including turning back short of their destination at St Annes-on-the-Sea.



Reliability (as measured by the Public Performance Measure Moving Annual
Average) is improving on the Colne to Blackpool service but still lags behind
its service group measure and Northern Rail`s overall figures.

The analysis of future development opportunities and the associated transport demand in the
study area were assessed in the Stage 1 report which showed that:


The South Fylde Line is in close proximity to 18 designated development sites
identified from the local plans. This includes:
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- Employment Sites at land at and around Blackpool Airport, at
and around Preston New Road and near Kirkham.
- Housing sites at West Blackpool, near Blackpool and Fylde
Industrial estate, at and around Blackpool Airport, Lytham St.
Annes and Wrea Green


A number of developments are proposed in the wider area. These
include:
- Blackpool – Talbot Gateway and Town Centre development
schemes.
- Fylde – Warton and Whyndyke.
- Wyre – Hillhouse International Business Park and Little Poulton
Lane.
- Preston – North West Preston and Cottam Hall Housing Areas,
Red Scar, Preston East and Roman Road Farm.

Supporting Economic Objectives


Line improvements may play an important role in supporting:
- The Fylde Coast’s visitor appeal, linked to wider investments
being made in the area.
- The creation of employment opportunities and improving
residents’ physical access to them, both within the local area and
beyond.
- Reducing pockets of unemployment and low pay.

Supporting Longer Term Development Programmes


South Fylde Line can help support longer term development
opportunities not included in the Local Plans:
- Redevelopment of Blackpool Airport as an Enterprise Zone
- Blackpool South Car Park
- Preston Western Distributor Opportunities
- Growth surrounding the Warton Enterprise Zone

The Need for intervention
The need for intervention is summarised as follows:


Improved connectivity is required to improve accessibility
employment, and provide a catalyst for growth & regeneration.



A need to extend connectivity and access to/from the South Fylde coast
to key economic centres across the North-West, the Northern
Powerhouse and international gateways



A need to reduce interchange between rail, tram and bus services for
many trip movements, particularly from the South Fylde area into
Blackpool.
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to



The physical constraints of the existing Infrastructure on the South Fylde
Line contribute to a poor level of service, delays and cancellations.



Current rail station facilities are below the newly developed Rail North
minimum standards.



To significantly improve the passenger ambiance and capacity
compared to the current rolling stock.

Stage 1 of the study identified an overall vision for the South Fylde area and from this
a set of objectives to meet that vision. A series of rail-based outputs were proposed
which would deliver these objectives.
These outputs are known as ‘Conditional Outputs’, and form a key step in Network
Rail’s scheme development process for rail schemes (GRIP). The Conditional Outputs
were based upon the findings of the Stage 1 study and through discussion with the
study’s Steering Group.
Vision
To improve rail connectivity within and beyond South Fylde, in order to facilitate
future economic growth and regeneration within the Fylde Peninsula.
Objectives


Economic growth and regeneration.



Improve rail performance on the South Fylde Line.



Improve passenger experience through better facilities particularly at rail
stations along the South Fylde Line and improved journey quality.



Encourage a modal shift from private car to public transport.



Increase rail capacity.

Conditional Outputs
In order to meet the vision and deliver the objectives, twelve conditional outputs were
identified:


Economic Growth and Regeneration:
- Improve connectivity to/from Blackpool.
- Improve connectivity to/from key economic growth sites.
- Improve connectivity to/from potential key growth sites beyond
the local plan period.
- Improve connectivity to/from Sub-Regional Centres.
- Improve connectivity to/from Regional / National / International
centres.
- Provide adequate train and track capacity between Preston and
Blackpool South.



Performance:
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- Improve South Line reliability to at least average for Northern
Rail (92.5%) by the end of CP5.
- Reduce South Line cancellations to at least average for Northern
Rail by end of CP5.


Journey Quality:
- Improve the quality of South Line rolling stock provision to
improve passenger experience.
- Improve station facilities on South Line.



Mode Shift:
- Improve the attractiveness of public transport to car users in
Fylde.
- Encourage public transport use by providing direct services or
improving interchange.

STAGE 2 OF THE STUDY
Based on the outcome of Stage 1, a long list of options was generated that could help achieve
the defined objectives.
The long list of options was populated by undertaking a review of previous studies, discussions
at Steering Group workshops and the identification of new options that would address specific
conditional objectives.
Further sub-options and packages of options were also defined. In total, over 70 options were
identified.
This included rail, tram/train, tram and bus options, together with options for alternative
alignments for tram extensions within Blackpool.
The long list included many options similar to each other, so these were amalgamated.
Further to this, an initial sift against the conditional outputs and practicality and deliverability
identified a number of options that had very limited opportunity of being viable or that did not
achieve the conditional outputs. The revised list of options was endorsed by the Project
Steering Group.
To compare the remaining options against each other an Option Sifting tool was developed.
This was based on a tool used in previous similar studies by the consultants, and that meets
the UK Government's present requirements for options sifting.
In the sifting tool, each option was assessed against each of the conditional outputs using the
criteria shown below. Each option was also rated in terms of practicality and deliverability. The
assessment of the final six front-runner options (two rail and three tram-train and a segregated
rail / tram alternatives) against the conditional outputs is summarised in the table on page 16
of this report.
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Table: Sifting Criteria

In many cases an option did not in isolation contribute significantly to the conditional outputs.
Some options were therefore combined into packages. A shortlist of 18 options was developed
covering all public transport modes and presented to the steering group and wider
stakeholders on 9th February 2015.
A further sift and development of the shortlist was undertaken, taking account of the
stakeholder comments. This resulted in a list of six better-performing front-runner options.
These were developed to provide maximum contribution to the objectives and conditional
outputs. The six front-runner options were endorsed by the Project Steering Group on 20th
February 2015 and hence were taken forward for detailed appraisal.
The six options are summarised below:


Heavy Rail:
- Option 1a Regional Rail Service (to Manchester).
- Option 1b Local Rail Service (to Preston).



Light Rail:
- Option 2a Light Rail (Tram or Tram-Train) to Preston, via “Central”
Route in Blackpool.



Combined Light Rail & Heavy Rail:
- Option 2b “Regional” Tram or Tram-Train to Lytham, via “Central”
Route in Blackpool.
- Option 2c “Regional” Tram or Tram-Train to Lytham, “Promenade”
Route in Blackpool.



Segregated Tram & Heavy Rail:
- Option 3 “Local" Tram to Lytham, via “Promenade” Route in
Blackpool and 2 Trains per hour between Preston and St Annes only.

Each of these options is summarised below.
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Option 1a – Regional Heavy Rail Service to Manchester
The plan below shows Option 1a, the ‘Regional Heavy Rail Service’ option. This option
provides two trains per hour on the South Fylde Line: the existing Colne service plus a second
train extended to Manchester and Manchester Airport.

This option includes the following improvements:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Additional hourly service to Manchester and Manchester Airport;
Improved rolling stock on the existing South Fylde Line service;
Station Improvements (weather protection & seating);
Ticket Machines;
Real Time Information;
Integration/timetables & Information;
Security (CCTV); and
Improved interchange with non-car modes.
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Option 1b – Local Heavy Rail Service to Preston
The plan below shows a diagram of Option 1b, the ‘Local Heavy Rail Service’ option. This
provides two trains per hour: the existing Colne service and a second train between Blackpool
South and Preston (only)

The option includes the following improvements:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Additional hourly service to Preston;
Improved rolling stock on the existing South Fylde Line service;
Station Improvements (weather protection & seating);
Ticket Machines;
Real Time Information;
Integration/timetables & Information;
Security (CCTV); and
Improved interchange with non-car modes.
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Option 2a – Light Rail/Tram-Train to Preston, via “Central Route” in Blackpool
The plan below shows a diagram of Option 2a. This option provides a “Regional” Tram-Train
to Preston, using the “Central” Route in Blackpool. Option 2a replaces the existing heavy rail
service on the South Fylde line with a light rail service from Blackpool North to Preston via
South Fylde.

The option includes the following improvements:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

4 tram-trains/hr between Blackpool North and Preston via the South
Fylde Line;
New tram train rolling stock;
Station Improvements (weather protection & seating);
Ticket Machines;
Real Time Information;
Integration/timetables & Information;
Security (CCTV);
Improved interchange with non-car modes; and
10 new tram stops situated between Central Pier and Moss Side.
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Option 2b – Light Rail/Tram-Train to Lytham, via “Central Route” in Blackpool
The plan below shows a diagram of Option 2b. This option provides a “Local” Tram-Train to
Lytham, following the “Central” Route in Blackpool. Option 2b includes 2 trains per hour: the
existing Colne service and a second train extended to Manchester and Manchester Airport (as
in Option 1a). The tram service connecting Blackpool North to Lytham via the South Fylde
Line would operate at 4 trams/hr through the majority of the day.

The option includes the following improvements:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

New tram train service from Blackpool North to Lytham via South
Fylde Line/ “Central Route” with new trams;
4 trams per hour between Blackpool North and Lytham (Saltcoates);
Additional hourly heavy rail service from Blackpool South to
Manchester Airport;
Improved rolling stock on the existing South Fylde Line service;
Station Improvements (weather protection & seating);
Ticket Machines;
Real Time Information;
Integration/timetables & Information;
Security (CCTV);
Improved interchange with non-car modes; and
10 new tram stops situated between Central Pier and Moss Side.
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Option 2c – Light Rail/Tram-Train to Lytham, via “Promenade Route” in
Blackpool
The plan below shows a diagram of Option 2c. This provides a “Local” Tram-Train to Lytham,
following the existing “Promenade” Route in Blackpool. Option 2c includes 2 trains per hour:
the existing Colne service and a second train extended to Manchester and Manchester Airport.
The existing Blackpool tram network to Starr Gate would be extended via Squires Gate to
Lytham via the South Fylde Line.

The option includes the following improvements:
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

New tram train route from Blackpool North to Lytham via “Promenade”
to Squires Gate then via South Fylde Line 4 trams per hour between
Blackpool North and Lytham (Saltcoates);
Additional hourly heavy rail service from Blackpool South to
Manchester Airport;
Improved rolling stock on the existing South Fylde Line service;
Station Improvements (weather protection & seating);
Ticket Machines;
Real Time Information;
Integration/timetables & Information;
Security (CCTV);
Improved interchange with non-car modes; and
7 new tram stops situated between Starr Gate and Moss Side.
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Option 3 Tram to Lytham, Via “Promenade” route in Blackpool, segregated
from Rail – St Annes to Preston.
The plan below shows a diagram of Option 3. This option provides a “Local” Tram to Lytham,
following the “Promenade” Route in Blackpool. Option 3 includes 2 trains per hour: the existing
Colne service and a second train extended to Manchester and Manchester Airport but to St
Annes only. The tram service connecting Blackpool North to Lytham via the existing
Promenade Route and part of the South Fylde Line, and would operate at 4 trams/hr through
the majority of the day and on a single track alongside and segregated from the rail line.

The option includes the following improvements:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

New tram service from Blackpool North to Lytham via South Fylde
Line/ “Promenade Route”;
4 trams per hour between Blackpool North and Lytham (Saltcoates);
Additional hourly heavy rail service from St Annes to Manchester
Airport;
Shortening of existing Colne service to turn back at St Annes.
Improved rolling stock on the existing South Fylde Line service;
Station Improvements (weather protection & seating);
Ticket Machines;
Real Time Information;
Integration/timetables & Information;
Security (CCTV);
Improved interchange with non-car modes; and
6 new tram stops situated between Starr Gate and Moss Side.
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Conditional Outputs

Options

Vision

Quantification

Objective Reference

Economic
Growth
and
Regeneration

Improve rail
connectivity
within and
beyond South
Fylde in order to
facilitate future
economic growth Performance
and regeneration
within the Fylde
Peninsular

Option 1a Regional Rail Service

Option 1b Local Rail Service

Option 2a Regional Tram to Preston

Option 2b Local Tram to Lytham,
Central Route in Blackpool

2c Local Tram to Lytham,
Promenade Route in Blackpool

3 Local Tram to Lytham, Central
Route in Blackpool

Additional Train to Manchester

Additional Train to Preston

Light Rail to Preston

Rail 2 Tph + Tram Central Route to
Lytham

Rail 2 Tph + Tram Promenade Route to
Lytham

Rail 2 tph St Annes

Measurement

1

Improve connectivity to/from Blackpool (e.g. Pleasure Beach, Promenade,
Higher / Further education, northern Blackpool etc.).

2

Improve connectivity to/from key economic growth sites (e.g. Warton EZ,
Blackpool Airport, Cottam Hall & NW Preston housing sites)

Generalised Journey Time

£

5 £

5 £

1 £

1 £

3 £

3

Generalised Journey Time ‐
£
Blackpool Airport

5 £

5 £

1 £

1 £

3 £

4

Generalised Journey Time ‐
£
Warton EZ

6 £

6 £

1 £

1 £

6 £

6

3

Improve connectivity to/from potential additional key economic growth sites Connectivity to Central
beyond the Local Plan period.
development

£

5 £

5 £

1 £

1 £

1 £

4

4

Improve connectivity to/from Sub‐Regional Centres (e.g. Preston, Bolton
etc.).

Generalised Journey Time
to Preston

£

5 £

5 £

1 £

1 £

1 £

4

£

1 £

5 £

4 £

1 £

1 £

6

Improve connectivity to/from Regional / National / International centres
(e.g. Manchester city centre, HS2, Manchester Airport etc.)

Generalised Journey Time
to Manchester

5

Manchester Airport

£

1 £

5 £

4 £

1 £

1 £

6

6

Provide for adequate train capacity and train/seating capacity between
Additional Number of Seats £
Preston and Blackpool South (e.g. weekdays AM / PM and seasonal peaks).

2 £

2 £

1 £

2 £

2 £

6

7

Improve South Line reliability to at least average for Northern Rail (92.5%)
by the end of CP5.

Risk

£

2 £

2 £

6 £

4 £

5 £

1

8

Reduce South Line cancellations/part cancellations to at least average for
Northern Rail by end of CP5.

Implications

£

1 £

1 £

1 £

1 £

1 £

1

9

Improve the quality of South Line rolling stock provision to improve
passenger experience.

Description of Rolling
Stock

£

2 £

2 £

1 £

1 £

1 £

1

10

Improve station facilities on South Line (e.g. parking, Rail North standards,
ticketing, disabled access, cycling etc.).

Uplift Factor

£

2 £

2 £

2 £

2 £

2 £

2

Number of car users
switching to Public
Transport

£

4 £

6 £

1 £

2 £

3 £

5

Reduction in Car Km

£

5 £

6 £

2 £

1 £

3 £

5

New Public Transport
Demand

£

5 £

6 £

1 £

2 £

3 £

4

Additional Passengers
between South Fylde &
Manchester

£

1 £

6 £

5 £

1 £

1 £

4

Additional Passengers
between South Fylde &
Blackpool

£

4 £

6 £

2 £

1 £

3 £

5

£

1

(3 )Moderate Improvement

£

2

(4)slight Improvement

Passenger
Experience

11

Improve the attractiveness of public transport to car users in Fylde.

Mode Shift

12

Encourage public transport use by providing direct services or improving
interchange (where necessary).

(1) Substantial
Improvement
(2) Significant
Improvement
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3
4

(5) Marginal Improvement
(6) No Change

5
6

Option Appraisal – Demand, Revenue and Scheme benefits
Demand and revenue forecasts have been produced for each option for central and
high growth scenarios – making best use of available data and in accordance with UK
rail industry and Government standards. Infrastructure requirements were assessed
for each option, leading to capital costs in the ranges of £54m - £62m for the heavy
rail options and £166m - £255m for the tram / tram-train options. Similarly the
operating requirements were assessed and operating costs estimated in the ranges
of £2m and £4m per annum for the heavy rail options and between £3m and £7m per
annum for the tram and tram train options (including the heavy rail frequency
increase).
The transport benefits (time savings, traffic decongestion and environmental impacts)
were estimated from the demand forecasts and are in the ranges of £3.1m and £6.2m
per annum for the heavy rail options and between £2.2m and £11m per annum for the
tram and tram train options.
The wider economic benefits related to business productivity through improved
connectivity, supporting growth and development and job creation were estimated
from Network Rail research into business and labour agglomeration and productivity
models, with the benefits associated with the scheme in the range of £43m - £65m for
the rail options and £100m - £132m for the tram and tram train options (present values
discounted over 60 years). Further local regeneration impacts could involve an
additional 550 jobs for the tram options and 160 jobs for the rail options.
The financial appraisal reveals a significant subsidy requirement for Option 1b and a
short term subsidy requirement for Option 1a.
Whilst the tram and tram train options are expected to provide a revenue surplus, there
is a short term subsidy requirement for the heavy rail element. Also, Option 2a
assumes an operating cost saving through replacing an element of the rail service.
This has delivery implications as the costs and benefits accrue to different
organisations.
The economic appraisal reveals poor value for money for Option 2a. The high costs
involved are not matched by the increased benefits. This scheme also severs through
rail journeys and forces interchange so dis-benefits are included within the
assessment.
Options concluded to have high value for money were Option 1a, Option 2b and Option
2c. Option 3, which does not rely on the innovative technology of tram trains (and the
associated risks) could have a similar case to Options 2b and 2c and could be
dependent on the regeneration / development plans for South Blackpool and the
former Central line corridor. Option 1b has a moderate value for money case. The
addition of wider economic benefits to the estimated transport impacts produces uplifts
to the value for money results but not enough to justify Option 2a tram train replacing
rail to Preston.
Quantification of the contribution to the conditional outputs was undertaken as a form
of multi-criteria assessment tend to favour the tram and tram train options and
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combined with the economic appraisal results provides justification for the provision of
tram connection between Lytham and Blackpool centre and half hourly rail service
extended to Manchester.

As one of the core conclusions from the analysis, and with particular relevance to
future Strategy, Scheme progression and the South Fylde Master Plan, is that the best
performing options offer direct connectivity to/from South Fylde to Blackpool, Preston,
Manchester and other parts of Lancashire. The study, and the value for money of the
options progressed, confirms that this needs to be a requirement of the preferred
option to both meet objectives and maximise benefits.
In terms of differences between options, Rail Option 1a thus performs considerably
better than Option 1b as a result. The second service on the line through to
Manchester has the ability to meet many of the connectivity objectives for the line; if
not all, and has a strong delivery case given both a high value for money, and a net
revenue surplus (after year 3).
This is therefore recommended as a key short-term measure to improve access and
to meet connectivity objectives along the line, and whilst longer-term and inevitably
considerably more expensive options for the line to meet all conditional outputs
continue to be developed.
In terms of meeting the conditional outputs, Tram Train options offer greatest level of
passenger demands and benefits along the line; avoiding the need for interchange.
For example this is equivalent to a 50 minute GJT (perceived time) saving from St
Annes to Blackpool. Provided that tram train technology is deliverable, those options
offer slightly better value for money than alternative options - in traditional BCR termsthan other similar options. However, there is greater potential risk.
Based on current knowledge and costing of tram-trains (prior to any present UK
implementation in Sheffield/Manchester) the difference between tram train options and
segregated Tram and Train options is likely to be relatively small at the present stage
(BCR of 2.3 vs 1.9).
The Tram and Tram Train options benefit from the capitalisation of the vehicles (i.e.
reducing longer-term operation compared to heavy rail vehicles). However, Tram
Trains carry considerably more cost risk (procurement, design, delivery, operation,
stabling, and opportunity cost; i.e. the vehicles could be as easily re-deployed, and are
less flexible). Thus the alternative Option 3, as a hybrid option overlapping with Tram
to Saltcotes (Lytham) and Rail through to Preston and Manchester does offer a
suitable alternative, providing most of the functionality; with enhanced delivery
potential.
Both tram train and the tram / train overlapping options seek to maximise the use of
existing infrastructure and can both adopt similar platform technology (extended low
sections for tram).
A comparison of the delivery issues and opportunities is summarised in the table
below:
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Tram Train
Procurement risk / bespoke
procurement
Higher Unit Cost (but capitalized)

Tram and Train Segregated
Lower
risk
–
traditional
procurement
Higher
infrastructure
requirements (loops)
Terminus Cannot be extended to Preston.

Preston Station /
Capacity issue
Network Rail Acceptance & Not
Proven
Train performance modelling –
Potential issues on Preston Main
line

Lower risk – proven technology

Difficult achieving half hour
spacing
of
train
services,
especially
with
Manchester
connections. Potential station
closures – could be more frequent
local tram connections.
Future electrification of Rail Trams can operate on 600v DC
needs to be compatible with tram alongside.
train
Sheffield experience – escalating Lower cost risk.
costs
Given limited differential in value for money terms, and with potential higher levels of
risk required in terms of tram-train delivery- as of present in a UK context- it is
recommended that both options are progressed as part of a future GRIP 3 detailed
Study.
Of equal importance are the findings that the local heavy rail service Option 1b cannot
be supported in value for money terms; nor can the tram train option through to Preston
(Option 2a).
In terms of routes within Blackpool, the study has analysed two main alternatives. The
Central Route promotes additional regeneration that can be valued using GVA
techniques, and has been in this study; at £107m.
However, this does not currently cover the incremental additional costs of the route in
Value for Money terms, and thus the usage of the promenade route; offers the greatest
value for money; and likelihood of scheme progression and ultimate delivery. There
remains strong stakeholder support for the Central route but there is a need for a
combined land-use and transport master plan to maximise the potential for that
corridor to achieve suitable value for money in terms of overall scheme progression.
In this study an innovative appraisal approach was adopted which considered the
effect of increased regeneration. The wider benefits provide support the case for the
for the tram extension options to be taken forward to the next stage of scheme
development in particular; and in comparison to other options
Option 2b (light rail to Lytham via ‘Central route’ with ‘regional’ heavy rail to
Manchester) produces the highest benefits due to the improved connectivity to
Manchester as well as improved and transformed local connectivity.
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There is a subsidy requirement for the rail service, but overall a net surplus, suggesting
a need for cross-subsidy. The scheme has a Benefit Cost Ratio in excess 2 which
suggests it could offer high value for money.
However, it is expensive – the outturn capital costs are estimated at almost £200mwith further work required; not just in terms of network rail, but also engagement and
progression with Transport for Lancashire in terms of future Local Growth Deals. This
scheme also scores highest against the conditional outputs and generates the second
highest level of wider economic benefits based on present plans.
Option 2c (light rail to Lytham via ‘Promenade route’ with ‘regional’ heavy rail to
Manchester) has slightly lower demand and benefits than Option 2b due to a slower
light rail route into central Blackpool and with fewer new stops; but costs upwards for
£60m less. It is recognised that there could be a practical issue in terms of operation
of tram-train vehicles over the new sections of the network affecting the operating
pattern of existing tram services, but nevertheless the scheme does offer a slightly
higher level of value for money, if this can be resolved through further engineering
study, relevant approvals with network rail, and detailed time-table modelling work as
part of future scheme development and progression.
Unless there is a significant change in growth and regeneration levels along the
Central corridor, on a traditional value for money basis (and even when incorporating
local economic benefits) it remains the case that Option 2b will otherwise continue to
perform best in value for money terms. This position should be subject to review before
any detailed work is progressed in the future, but based on present levels of
regeneration and potential, it is recommended that Option 2c is taken forward as a
comparator with further development of options for the tram extension alongside the
railway (Option 3).
However, to maximise the strategic case for delivery and potential Local Growth
funding input further alignment with the scheme improvements and directly unlocked
housing and job creation is of particular importance for either of these options.
This is to ensure any future scheme progression and to help secure the support of
those ultimately able to deliver the scheme in the future.
Conclusions and Recommendations
As a result of the above, recommendations are made for the Short Term and the Long
Term.
Maximising Short Term Potential:


Introducing two trains per hour on the South Fylde rail line (Option 1 a); with
the second service extended to Manchester, offers very high value for
money;
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That option meets a range of regional connectivity and service improvement
conditional outputs (including train capacity and reliability); but not all of
them (Particularly improved connectivity to Blackpool);



Option 1a has been demonstrated to be commercial viable from the MOIRA
model results and is likely to produce further benefits by reducing
abstraction from the South Fylde line and thereby improving capacity on the
North Fylde services.



Option 1a is therefore recommended, linked to the South Fylde Master Plan,
as a short-term measure to improve connectivity for labour, residents and
for tourists to/from the South Fylde Coast.

Realising Long Term Growth:


Taking account of the full set of conditional outputs and the forecast wider
economic benefits of the options, both tram-trains and overlapping
integrated tram/ rail options offer medium - high value for money.



Only these options deliver on all conditional outputs specified in the project,
and should therefore be progressed but cannot be considered short term
options as they require significantly more infrastructure and, in the case of
tram trains, innovation.



There are significantly greater delivery and commercial risks with tram
trains. At this stage the difference in value for money between the tram train
and segregated tram and train options is relatively small.



Therefore both tram train and segregated tram and train options should be
progressed further at the next stage of scheme development (UK GRIP 3).
That would involve further, more detailed design and business case
development.



The tram / tram train investment between Blackpool and South Fylde will
deliver long lasting solutions to the areas connectivity that complement and
enhance Option 1a.



However, it is also recommended that the additional capacity and
connectivity provided is used to further reinforce land use planning and the
Fylde Local Plan. Potential future growth should be located around the line
to enhance sustainability and to support the case for investment in the line
improvements themselves.



It is important to secure this land use integration prior to further business
case development and progression, along with further tram train knowledge,
experience and potential market testing of procurement.

Overall, the next stage of scheme progression will need to examine further the trade
off in terms of innovation versus scheme deliverability, drawing on the results of the
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Sheffield Pilot Tram Train project in particular, but in the meantime working on the
basis that both tram-train and segregated tram and train options should both be
progressed as suitable options for the next stage; reinforced by the Local Plan, and
future land use planning integration with the scheme.
In a broader UK context, and especially for the deliverability of a future tram–train
option, it needs to be recognised that there is still yet to be a successful UK trial of the
technology.
Whilst Sheffield will most likely to be the case study to yield value to a future South
Fylde business case, there are a number of other issues impacting on deliverability.
Several of these are specifically important in a European, SINTROPHER context, and
are recommended as further avenues of progression to be undertaken at a European
level to enhance Tram Train deliverability in the present UK environment:


Procurement: Shared procurement, and procurement methods/vehicles for
allowing economies of scale for investment.
Achieved at a European level this will particularly advantage lines such as
South Fylde, with significant reductions in per vehicle unit costs- that
otherwise require relatively small numbers of tram-train vehicles that
hampers both the economic case for investment, and the likelihood of
successful, cost-effective delivery.



Enhanced options for joint procurement; alongside not just potential UK
partners, but also other European Cities and lines. The increasingly
devolved UK transport context, and lack of current tram-train technology in
the UK makes such a step particularly important for delivering improvements
on routes outside of core city regions.



Rolling Stock Standardisation to maximise supply chain deliverability,
implementation and testing, and achieve further economies of scale in terms
of future UK vehicle implementation.



Enabling Standards & Approvals: Supporting, as far as practicable, the
implementation of common standards and operation of such vehicles,
working alongside Network Rail in the UK from future trials in Sheffield.



Sharing lessons from other European introductions elsewhere; signalling,
handbooks and T&C’s for driver training and successful guides on
technology implementation to reduce risks and ensure suitable planning
through the next design stage and beyond.

Next Steps
The Lancashire Enterprise partnership, the body set up to promote economic growth
in the greater Lancashire area, has recently published The Lancashire Strategic
Transport prospectus. This prospectus seeks to identify the economic impact of
transport investments, including employment growth from new employment land and
the contribution of housing development to productivity and economic growth. The
Prospectus presents the national and local transport strategic priorities for
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Lancashire and demonstrates the rational for developing a multi-modal transport
network to support economic growth.
The Prospectus has recognised the work of this study undertaken through
SINTROPHER and has earmarked the delivery of the South Fylde Line
enhancements developed through the study by 2029.
The County Council is now considering what the programme should be for taking
these enhancements forward.
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BLACKPOOL COUNCIL

Foreword
Lancashire County Council has recently become a partner in the European
SINTROPHER (Sustainable Integrated Tram-based Transport Options for Peripheral
European Regions) project. SINTROPHER was originally a five-year transnational
cooperation project with the aim of enhancing local and regional transport provision
to, from and within five peripheral regions in North West Europe, including the Fylde
Coast.
SINTROPHER has had to date four specific objectives:


Promote the best possible, cost effective technology-based solutions;



Assess the appraisal procedure for regional tram systems and improve the
business case development process;



Achieve high-quality, seamless interchange between regional tram systems
and regional rail and air hubs;



Promote and market the benefits of regional tram-based systems to users and
stakeholders

The original project was due to end on 31st October 2014. However, an extension to
the project (SINTROPHER Plus) with additional funding has now been agreed. The
extension (until 31st October 2015) will allow Partners to build on the achievements of
SINTROPHER to date.
The Lead Partner for the SINTROPHER Plus project is University College London with
Blackpool Council being the other UK Regional Partner. Other Regional Partners are:
West Flanders (Belgium), Statsregio Arnhem Nijmegen (Netherlands), Universtat
Kassel and North Hesse (Germany) and the EuroDistrict Saar-Moselle.
In conjunction with Blackpool Council and SINTROPHER Plus, Lancashire County
Council is commissioning a study into the following principal areas:


The outcomes that could be achieved through targeted rail-based investment in
the South Fylde Line (SFL) corridor;



Capturing wider economic and social benefits of transport investment beyond
those addressed within standard British COBA methodology;



The possible role of innovative lower-cost technologies in contributing to viable
solutions that address evidence based failings with the existing rail network.

The key actions identified as directly relevant to the Fylde Coast work, as specified
within the SINTROPHER Plus application for project extension, are attached an
Appendix.
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This study will build on the work conducted under the original SINTROPHER project,
which calculated initial benefit/cost ratios (BCRs) for a number of light rail conversion
option for the South Fylde Line. Following on from this work and that in partner
regions, SINTROPHER Plus aims to explore more appropriate transport appraisal
systems where economic growth, regeneration and reduced deprivation are the
priority. The study area will provide the British case study.
Reports from the SINTROPHER work already completed can be accessed via
http://www.sintropher.eu/. Partnership working with European regions participating
within the SINTROPHER Plus project is a key work element.
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Introduction to the Study
To make the greatest possible contribution to economic growth, Lancashire's transport
networks need a sustained programme of planned investment. To this end, Lancashire
County Council is in the process of finalising five Highways and Transport Masterplans
that reflect the County's economic areas and set out a cohesive highways and
transport strategy linking economic development, spatial planning and public health
priorities to the wider policy objectives of the County Council and its partners.
The Fylde Coast Highways and Transport Masterplan is currently being prepared as
a draft for consultation. It has been developed in cooperation with Blackpool Council
and covers Blackpool, Fylde and Wyre. The draft Masterplan has identified three key
issues that will need to be addressed going forward. These are:


Connecting the Fylde Coast

How the Fylde Coast connects in future to other areas, particularly to the remainder of
the County and neighbouring growth areas, to make sure that its people, economy
and housing markets are more integrated to areas of opportunity and that visitors find
it easy to get to the whole of the Fylde Coast.


Travel within the Fylde Coast

How the links between the area's towns and these towns and the major employment
and housing areas, both present and proposed, should be provided and enhanced in
the future.


Local Travel

How to ensure that everyone, regardless of background or location, can get to the
services and opportunities that they need, including education, employment, leisure
and health facilities.
The draft Masterplan identifies the heavy rail and tramway system as having a crucial
role in all three of the above. It can help make access to areas of economic growth
easy, help unlock new employment and housing sites, help make it easy for visitors to
access the Fylde Coast and reduce pressure on the road network.
The Fylde Coast has benefited or is about to benefit from some significant investment
in its public transport infrastructure. The upgrade of the Blackpool Tramway which runs
between Starr Gate in the South and Fleetwood in the North was completed in April
2012 at a cost of £101 million. The line between Preston and Blackpool North is
scheduled for electrification by March 2017, including associated upgrades to track
and signalling. A planned extension of the Blackpool Tramway between Talbot Square
and Blackpool North Station, developed and appraised through SINTROPHER, has
received approval from Transport for Lancashire, subject to acceptance of a full
business case demonstrating high value for money, and is likely to be implemented
around 2018 at a cost of about £18.2 million.
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However, the draft Masterplan also identifies that the South Fylde line remains a key
weakness in the Fylde Coast public transport system. Specific weaknesses identified
include:








Poor interchange between the South Fylde Line and the Tramway leading to a
loss of connectivity along the Fylde Coast, including central Blackpool.
Poor quality and ageing rolling stock.
Low frequencies compared to Blackpool North.
Unreliability with frequent cancellations.
Relatively poor connectivity to external areas of economic growth such as
Preston or Manchester, including Manchester Airport.
Poor quality passenger facilities at most stations.
Some overcrowding, particularly during the summer months.

The Study Area
The indicative study area is shown on the attached plan. It includes Central and South
Blackpool, Blackpool Airport, St Annes, Lytham, Kirkham and the Warton Enterprise
Zone. The final study area will be agreed at the inception meeting.
Purpose of the Study
The study is to be undertaken in three phases:
Phase one
The purpose of the first phase of the study is to develop, in conjunction with University
College London, Blackpool Council, Fylde Borough Council and Lancashire County
Council, an evidence base that would underpin targeted proposals to enhance the rail
network/tramway serving the study area with the goal of maximising economic,
regeneration and transport returns as well as overcoming access barriers.
The study will need to identify the scale of potential benefits, including the planning
benefits from capturing (or acting as a catalyst for) existing or future planned
regeneration/development opportunities in the corridor, that could be achieved
through improved rail connectivity to, from and within the primary study area. The
study will also need to identify constraints caused by the current capabilities of the
existing heavy rail/tram network.
This first phase of the study will result in a Conditional Outputs Statement evidenced
on the benefits, including GVA uplift and unlocking potential development sites,
commercial and housing, that could be realised through possible changes to:





Performance and journey reliability.
New through services and/or improved interchange.
Rolling stock quality.
Journey times – a function of stop to stop times, frequency and wider
accessibility considerations through applying WebTag values. .
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Connectivity to employment and educational sites within the Fylde Coast area,
existing and proposed.
Connectivity to Blackpool Airport.
Connectivity between the study area and other Fylde Coast towns including
Central Blackpool, Cleveleys, Fleetwood and Poulton-le-Fylde.
Connectivity to the Warton Enterprise Zone.
Connectivity to external growth centres such as Central Lancashire and
Manchester/Manchester Airport.
Wider connectivity through better interchange with the national rail network,
including tourism benefit.
Environmental sustainability.
Modal shift, including decongestion on the highway network, carbon reduction
etc.

The consultant is required to produce a draft methodology statement to achieve the
above with confirmation through the study core group and wider stakeholder group.
The output from this phase will be to the production of a Stage One report confirming
the evidence base and determining the key Conditional Outputs.
Phase Two: Option Development/Outline Appraisal
Phase two of the study is subject to phase one delivering a robust evidence base
demonstrating that there are potential major interventions in the heavy rail/tramway
network directly serving the study area that would deliver strong economic,
regeneration and transport benefits compared to the "do minimum" scenario.
Phase two of the study will identify and develop affordable and economically viable
interventions to deliver the conditional outputs. This includes identifying any suitable
lower-cost interventions with particular reference to the Network Rail Alternative
Solutions Route Utilisation Strategy (July 2013). At this stage the study will also need
to identify clearly why such interventions need to be heavy rail/tramway based rather
than an alternative public transport mode.
The following outputs (not exclusive) are required from phase two:


Identify with stakeholders a list of potential interventions that would deliver
some or all of the key conditional outputs. This will include the potential for low
cost or unconventional interventions.



Produce a Phase 2 study ranking report using an agreed methodology and
recommend which potential scheme(s) should be subject to further costing and
appraisal. The methodology will include a high level assessment of operating
and maintenance costs as well as capital costs.



In determining the recommended scheme(s), the consultant will take into
account:
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1. A preliminary assessment of the engineering feasibility of the scheme;
2. Changes to patronage and revenue;
3. The identification of any high level risks to delivery or other issues through
consultation with the relevant operators, infrastructure providers and any
other interests. This will include an assessment of any technical
compatibility issues where relevant.
Phase Three –Costing and Appraisal of the Preferred Option(s)
Subject to the outcome of Phase 2, this will include but is not limited to the following:


The development, design and costing of the chosen option(s) to the equivalent
of Network Rail GRIP 2. Depending on the chosen scheme(s), this should
include, but is not limited to:
1. Track design including alignment
2. Overhead line equipment or alternative power supply arrangement.
3. Electrical infrastructure,
4. Stations, including passenger facilities and interchange with other
modes,
5. Tram stops, including new stops where appropriate.
6. Signalling,
7. Highways junctions.
8. Land acquisition cost.
9. Service diversions.
10. Assessment of rolling stock requirements and possible sources.
11. Resolving any technical compatibility issues.
12. Other rolling stock requirements, including storage and maintenance
facilities.
13. Operating and maintenance costs.



A full appraisal of the benefits/costs of the chosen scheme(s) in accordance
with:
1. Standard WebTag guidance and;
2. The wider regeneration and economic benefits as defined in the
conditional outputs developed through Phase one of the study.



Development of a Project Risk Register, including risks identified by operators
and infrastructure providers.

This will lead to the production of the draft Final Report.
Stakeholder Engagement
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There are a number of parties that will need to be involved with the project in addition
to the Client Group as 1st tier stakeholders. Engaging with and maintaining input from
these parties will be a key to the study's success.
The stakeholder list below gives the various organisations that will be involved as the
study progresses and their relationship to the project:

Organisation
Lancashire
County
Council
Lancashire
County
Council
Blackpool
Council
UCL

Lancashire
County
Council
Lancashire
County
Council
Lancashire
County
Council
Blackpool
Council
Fylde
Borough
Council
Network Rail

Involvement
Client

Main Input to Study
Client Lead/Core Team

Client

Core Team

Client

Core Team

Lead
Sintropher
Partner
Advisor

Core Team

Advisor

Developing the evidence base and Fylde Coast
Highways and Transportation Masterplan

Advisor

Developing the evidence base & wider Stakeholder

Advisor

Developing the Evidence Base & wider stakeholder

Advisor

Developing the Evidence Base & wider stakeholder

Advisor

Developing potential interventions & wider
stakeholder
Developing potential interventions & wider
stakeholder
Developing potential Interventions & wider
stakeholder
Developing the evidence base and Phase 3 wider
appraisal of interventions
Wider stakeholder

Northern Rail

Advisor

Blackpool
Transport
UCL

Advisor

Lancashire
County
Council
Blackpool
Council

Developing potential Interventions and liaison with
Rail North

Advisor

Wider stakeholder
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Fylde
Borough
Council
South Fylde
Line
Community
Rail
Partnership
Blackpool &
Fylde Rail
Users'
Association

Wider stakeholder

Advisor

Developing potential interventions & wider
stakeholder

Wider stakeholder

Please note that further stakeholders may be added to the above list following the
inception meeting.
Key Project Interfaces
1. Potential alterations to the track and station layout at Kirkham as part of the
North West electrification programme.
2. North West Electrification, including rolling stock.
3. Northern Hub.
4. East Lancashire Rail Connectivity Study.
5. Network Rail Long-Term Planning Process, Including the relevant Route Study.
6. Other relevant railway interventions.
7. On-going development and consultation for the Fylde Coast Highways and
Transport Masterplan.
8. Rail North – Long-Term Rail Strategy.
Study Requirements
The first phase of the study must be completed by the 28th November 2014. The
second phase should be completed by February 20th 2015. It is essential that the
whole study is completed and its final report submitted prior to 19th June 2015, together
with the final invoice.
An inception meeting will be held as soon as possible after a decision to proceed has
been taken. The inception meeting will finalise the brief to be followed.
Following the agreement to proceed, no variations will be made without the County
Council’s written approval, including any monetary recompense.
The consultant must provide in advance of the inception meeting a detailed draft
method statement setting out how it is intended to approach each stage of the study
in order to fulfil the requirements of this brief, which is in line with the SINTROPHER
project extension requirements. The detailed method statement must also clearly
identify how it is intended to deliver all phases of the study to an agreed programme
and budget.
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The consultant will be required to work with Dr Chia-Lin Chen of the Bartlett School of
Planning, UCL, in developing the evidence base to support the conditional outputs and
the appraisal work in Phase 3 of the study.
In relation to Phase 3 of the study, the draft method statement must describe the
approach and methodology towards the provision of costing analysis for the selected
option including any proposed benchmarking to justify the accuracy of the information.
Other Requirements
There is a requirement to attend and present to project workshops in Arnhem,
Netherlands, 12th-14th November 2014, and Saar-Moselle (exact venue to be
confirmed but probably Saarbrucken), week beginning 1st June 2015, together with
the project’s final conference (arrangements to be confirmed). In addition, the
consultant must attend and present to two Project Reference Group meetings with all
stakeholders to be held in Preston, dates to be confirmed.
It is anticipated that the consultant will meet the core project team and appropriate
advisors on an approximately monthly basis as the project progresses. The core team,
however, reserves the right to call meetings as it deems appropriate.
All information or publicly available material must reference the INTERREG IV
programme and bear the appropriate logos, which will be supplied.
An expenditure profile will be agreed. It is essential that this profile is adhered to as it
is defined by European funding and audit rules. Failure to adhere to these will place
the overall project at risk of resource claw back.
All written material and data will become Lancashire County Council’s property upon
agreed project completion. The County Council and its partners will make use of the
study and its findings as they see fit. The project’s completion will be agreed
consensually between the parties and this recorded. Any PowerPoint presentations or
other such material will be made available to the County Council and its partners.
Dissemination is an essential element within the INTERREG IV programme. The
consultant should expect to contribute to and provide material for any dissemination
work that the council or its project partners undertake.
This work and its delivery must meet this brief’s requirements in full. The work should
also reference the SINTROPHER Plus Project Partnership Agreement, ensuring that
the relevant objectives and actions specified there are met.
The County Council reserves the right to terminate the study at the end of Phase one
or the end of Phase two.
Contact:
Chris Anslow, Public Transport Development Manager, Lancashire County Council,
County Hall Preston, PR1 8RD.
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e-mail: chris.anslow@lancashire.gov.uk
01772 534673
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